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15 Edgar Street, Newmarket

Key details

Addresses At 15 Edgar Street, Newmarket, Queensland 4051

Type of place Cottage, House

Period Federation 1890-1914

Style Queenslander

Lot plan L3_RP53371

Key dates Local Heritage Place Since — 1 July 2005
Date of Citation — April 2011

Construction Roof: Corrugated iron;
Walls: Timber
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Criterion for listing (A) Historical

This small transverse gable timber house was likely constructed around 1903 for Isabella Kennedy. It was built at
a time when Newmarket was developing as a residential area.

History 

Newmarket, situated on the route north to Kilcoy and Gympie, had developed with the establishment of the stock
sales yard in Newmarket Road in the late 1870s. Residential development at Newmarket was further stimulated
by the opening of the railway to Enoggera in 1899 and the extension of the Kelvin Grove tramline along
Enoggera Road in 1903. By the early decades of the twentieth century, the area was largely a middle-class
residential district which had retained a rural atmosphere.

This early cottage was likely built around 1903, a time when Newmarket was starting to develop as a closely
settled residential area. MacKellar’s map of 1895 shows Edgar Street named and formed, and land in the street
subdivided into 16 perch allotments. According to the Post Office Directories, which first record mail being
delivered in Edgar Street in 1900, there were three residences in the street; those of Isaac Harland, Henry E.
Howe and Arthur Tennant. By 1903, Mrs M. Kennedy had replaced Arthur Tennant, receiving mail in Edgar
Street, with Harland and Howe. In October 1903 Isabella Kennedy, widow acquired title to 16 perches
(subdivision 75). 

Isabella Kennedy, the widow of Michael Kennedy, remarried William Fitzgerald in February 1909. Together they
purchased two allotments (subdivisions 76 and 77) adjoining the property in 1912. They sold half of these three
allotments to Harold Bell in 1936 retaining the 24 perches on which this cottage stands, but transferring it to
Isabella’s name only. Following her death in May 1943 the property was transferred via the Public Trustee to
their sons(?) Thomas Fitzgerald and William Joseph Fitzgerald and William’s wife, Dorothy.

Council records show that in late 1960 a verandah was added for the owner, T.H.D. Fitzgerald. The certificates
of title record that William Joseph died in 1970, while Thomas died in 1979.

The remaining stock of housing in the area documents the gradual intensification of settlement in the area. The
locality demonstrates the distinctive pattern of development determined by Brisbane’s topography. A number of
larger nineteenth and early twentieth century residences remain on nearby ridges and hilltops indicating how
such sites were prized by wealthier residents their views and cool breezes. This trend continued and larger and
distinctive homes are still to be found on the ridges while more modest dwellings have been built on the slopes
and lower ground.

Statement of significance 
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Relevant assessment criteria

This is a place of local heritage significance and meets one or more of the local heritage criteria under the
Heritage planning scheme policy of the Brisbane City Plan 2014. It is significant because:

Historical
CRITERION A

The place is important in demonstrating the evolution or pattern of the city's or local area’s history

as a timber cottage in Edgar Street, built at a time when Newmarket was emerging as a residential suburb.

Copyright Brisbane City Council

Note: This citation has been prepared on the basis of evidence available at the time including an external
examination of the building. The statement of significance is a summary of the most culturally important aspects
of the property based on the available evidence, and may be re-assessed if further information becomes
available. The purpose of this citation is to provide an informed evaluation for heritage registration and
information. This does not negate the necessity for a thorough conservation study by a qualified practitioner,
before any action is taken which may affect its heritage significance.

Citation prepared by — Brisbane City Council (page revised June 2022)
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